A LOCK IS A GATE
A mini concept album and drawing
project for the Central line
A LOCK IS A GATE is an Art on the Underground
project devised and led by artist Ruth Ewan with
composer Kerry Andrew and poet Evlynn Sharp,
and created with young people from the Laburnum
Boat Club youth project in Hackney.
Nearly 40 members of the Club aged 9 to 19 took part
in creating an album of experimental songs, a book of
drawings, posters and Tube station artwork. All the
voices, words, sounds and drawings are their own.

The book and the album
This book of drawings and the album of songs are
designed to be looked at and listened to together. They
follow a part-real, part-imagined journey that winds
through London from the Tube to the canal. Along
the way the young voyagers pass through a long canal
tunnel and negotiate a lock. From their narrowboat
they see puzzling landscapes and dazzling colours.
They make songs telling of who they are and how
they think others see them, and share their hopes and
dreams for a better world in which to grow up.
The tracks can also be downloaded at art.tfl.gov.uk
The Tube station artwork
A LOCK IS A GATE includes two artworks that run
the length of the escalators at Bethnal Green station.
These are based on drawings created in response to
the album songs.

The project process
In early 2011 Art on the Underground invited artist
Ruth Ewan to collaborate with young people at
Laburnum Boat Club in Hackney to create a new
artwork for the Central line. Ewan was inspired by
the youth club’s inclusive atmosphere and lively,
adventurous spirit. She devised a project that
aimed to reflect the participants’ creativity and
shared wisdom, and the supportive and cooperative
atmosphere of the Laburnum Boat Club community.
To develop the project, Ewan invited composer
Kerry Andrew to collaborate on a series of song
and drawing workshops, and poet Evlynn Sharp to
lead writing sessions. The workshops ran over two
months in the Spring of 2011 and were open to all
members of Laburnum Boat Club. The sessions
included a tour behind the scenes at Bethnal Green
Tube station and a trip on a narrowboat through
Islington tunnel. The participants used audioequipment to make field recordings on the water
and out in the wider city, and to capture their
observations and song ideas along the way.

Back at the Club they made drawings and poems
exploring ideas about themselves and their dreams.
Together they experimented with making songs
from each others’ poems. They made up alphabets
and picture puzzles in which images stand for words.
They invented ways to express sound through
drawing, and mapped the flow of a song along a
line. This book collects some of those drawing and
writing experiments created as part of the making of
each song. The flow of drawings follows the same
route through the songs as the album.
The idea behind A LOCK IS A GATE
During the project workshops one of the participants
made a drawing with the words A LOCK IS A GATE.
The phrase is both a philosophical riddle and practical
fact, and became central to the project. In reality
a canal lock is a watergate that requires special
knowledge to unlock. But once open, it lets a boat
pass along different levels of water. In that way, a lock
is both a barrier and a way through. In the song of the
same name, it stands both for a real canal lock and
the obstacles we all face in life, and the challenge of
how to overcome them.
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A LOCK IS A GATE
Notes on the album tracks
1. Setting off
A young traveller gets ready and sets out on
a journey through London from the Tube to
the canal. He tells us what he sees and hears
on the way.
2. Journey through the Canal Tunnel
Orange chalk! White goo!
We go with him on a narrowboat along
Regent’s Canal and through Islington Tunnel.
The boat passengers describe what they
see on the tunnel walls: signs, images and
messages hidden beneath the city. There is
a puzzle to solve, letters to piece together.

3. Seeing the Moon
Moon’s word is beautiful, colour is blue, taste is old
socks, smells like the same, weather would be O, very,
very cold is the moon, outside is orange…
We come through the tunnel and out under the night
sky. As we approach the canal lock the passengers talk
nonsense. The only clear thing is the moon in the sky.
4. A Lock is a Gate
Pressure’s always going to be there…
The boat comes to a canal lock. The passengers think
about other obstacles they have met in life. They solve
how to open the lock like a gate so we can keep moving.
5. Magic Machine
Good magic words, say it again, good magic words
Live forever machine, equal money machine, water
machine, food machine
Everlasting friends and time and space, a canon
that shoots out stars
After unlocking the lock, the voyagers share their
wishes and ideas for a better world.

6. Moving
The boat carries us through the landscape. The
traveller feels the thrum of the boat against the water.
7. Like Birds
I am calm, I am gentle, I am like songs the birds sing
This place inspires one of the young passengers
to sing a song about how it feels to be her.
8. Like Fireworks
Green means happy, yellow means happy, red means
angry, blue means sad. And that’s all I know
Another voyager sings a song about herself.
The others join in, and the sky fizzes with colour.
9. Turning
It’s time to leave. We turn the boat around.
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Laburnum Boat Club
Laburnum Boat Club is a charitable
community project and social
education facility based on the Regent’s
Canal in Hackney. It is concerned with
the development of young people
and children of all abilities, primarily
through watersport activities.
Project partners
A LOCK IS A GATE was selected
from a series of invited proposals for
commission by Art on the Underground
in partnership with the Barbican Art
Gallery, Chisenhale Gallery, Create
Festival and the Whitechapel Gallery.
Central line series
A LOCK IS A GATE is part of Art on
the Underground’s Central line series
of artists’ projects taking place from
2011 to 2012. Each project explores the
themes of communication, connection
and exchange. The series is supported
by the National Lottery through Arts
Council England.

